MARKET
INSIGHTS

Year over year data reveals a great deal about not just the state of
our real estate market over this past year, but also what is trending
and in which direction we are heading as we move into the 2019
marketplace.
In Boulder County from the 484 available homes for sale,
after just 49 days on the market 535 people have
experienced the magic of home this past month.
The average sales price of $598,560 is an
increase from 2017’s $563,080.
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A look at the current real estate market.
An information source provided by RE/MAX Alliance.

“Turn up the volume on new home building,” RE/MAX Co-CEO
Adam Contos has been quoted, citing housing starts that are
down 2.9% year-over-year and well below the historic 50-year
average. “We’d love nothing more than to see the next generation
of homebuyers start building equity now.”

Stat Check

Always about location, location, location, one slight
change we’ve noticed is that conditions differ
from neighborhood to neighborhood rather
than city to city more so than in past
years. Hot spots offering great features
and amenities buyers crave to the less
popular areas farther away from the
action are revealing significant price
and activity variations.
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The strong sense of financial security people are
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enjoying explains continued high buyer demand. All along the
So what direction do prices appear to be going? One good way
of predicting pricing trends is by taking a close look at price
adjustments being made on homes that have sat on the market
for 2-3 months or more. The national average is currently 31.3%
of existing homes are lowering asking price by at least 1%.
Not significant at this stage of the changing landscape, but an
indication of the direction we might expect for the New Year.

Front Range, our markets remain strong, though home prices
and mortgage rates have gone up recently. This may explain why,
though the environment for buyers has been more challenging,
home sales continue to improve year over year.
This observer firmly believes, especially in this season of
miraculous possibilities, the explanation has more to do with the
indefinable but very real MAGIC OF HOME!
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